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MMUSIC Agenda

1530  Agenda Bashing    (chairs)
1535  WG Update         (chairs)
1545  SDP Revision Process (Perkins)
         draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-new-01.txt
1550  SDP Simultaneous Caps (Andreasen)
         draft-andreasen-mmusic-sdp-simcap-01.txt
         draft-andreasen-mmusic-sdp-simcap-reqt4s-00.txt
1605  SDP Flow Identification (Camarillo)
         draft-ietf-mmusic-fid-00.txt
1620  SDPng Requirements  (Kutscher)
         draft-ietf-mmusic-sdpng-req-01.txt
1630  SDPng Syntax Discussion (Kutscher/Ott)
1730  Wrap-up